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EVA is a predictive & conversational 

AI. It sits within a process automation 

platform for HR / HCM professionals 

to enable innovative Talent 

Acquisition & Talent Management 

experiences. 

EVA.ai leverages HR 4.0 technologies 

such as machine learning & hyper- 

automation tools i.e capabilities at the 

root of the fourth industrial revolution 

we live in.

About 
EVA.ai

Contact Us
UK headquarters
Golden Cross House,
8 Duncannon Street,
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DESIGN YOUR HR 4.0 

SUPERPOWER
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EVA.ai 
Platform

HR 4.0 Cognitive Suite01

02

03

Personalised portals to improve 
HR experience and manage CMS 
& ATS in a unified interface

Digital Candidate Journey
Digital Employee Journey
Digital Recruiter
Digital Hiring Manager
Digital HR Leader

Our 
Solutions

HR 4.0 EXPERIENCE

Source and Attract
Search and Match
Engage and Nurture
Screen and Assess
Schedule and Interview
Hiring Analytics

TALENT ACQUISITION 4.0

Onboard and Train
Engage and Support
Search and Match
Capacity and Mobility
Workforce Analytics

TALENT MANAGEMENT 4.0

AI and ML

Conversational AI

Connectors

Robotic Process Automation

Recommendations & predictions 
for talent matching, people 
insights, learning & development

Digital assistant & messenger for 
talent communication & 
engagement

04
Refresh and modernise tech 
stack and data seamlessly & top 
it with cognitive suite

05
Configure role-based workflows 
and repetitive tasks with rule 
based outcomes

Analytics06
HCM Insights for visibility into 
talent operations

 
“Companies adopting AI can 

tackle with ease contemporary 
issues like ‘great attrition’, 

hiring for new skills and 
managing talent supply. The 

best way to accomplish this is 
by providing employees with 

personalised experiences”



The bright side of solving HCM use 

cases with HR 4.0 technologies i.e. 

Automation, Artificial Intelligence (AI), 

Chatbots, and Predictive Analytics 

sought to improve the productivity 

and experiences of HR professionals. 

EVA enables HR Digital Transformation 

for the future to tackle talent issues in 

a comprehensive and modular fashion.

AI tools of the future will mature with 

data to help organisations in

understanding employees' sentiments 

via voice & video analysis, taking logical 

actions such as retention, creating 

wellness programs, assessing 

candidates fit into the company

culture to eliminate wrongful hires and 

future attrition.

Sustainable HCM

We work with 
Enterprises


